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The study

1. Councils provide an enormous range of services and information to customers. This study examines efforts by councils to improve customer service through better customer contact.

2. The study focuses on how councils deal with customers across the board rather than improving services individually. 

3. Good customer service can help improve services in many ways by:

	making it easier for customers to get services

helping to make council services more responsive to customers’ needs and preferences
helping to make council services more efficient – for example, by making better use of staff time. 

4. Good customer service should be an integral part of councils’ core services under Best Value. A good customer service strategy involves the alignment of business strategy, organisation structure, culture, customer information and technology. This is a particular challenge for councils because of the very large and varied range of services they must provide.

5. Council spending on customer service and contact is currently at least £40 million a year. Since 2000, in addition to council’s own resources, the Scottish Executive has provided some £100 million Modernising Government Fund (MGF) support to councils and other public bodies to aid modernisation programmes.

6. Audit Scotland’s research for the study included:

	a national survey in 2003 and 2004 of customer service activity in all 32 Scottish councils.

audit visits to a sample of seven councils to appraise customer service activity.

Main findings

7. The main message of this study is that, while many councils have recognised the importance of customer service, there is still much to be done. Although there is no simple solution, it is clear that councils without a solid strategy in place to manage improvement are unlikely to achieve success.

Evidence of customer satisfaction

8. As for any service provider, the starting point for councils is to assess whether they are providing a satisfactory level of service to customers. The obvious way to achieve this is to ask customers for their views on a regular basis so that the effectiveness of customer service can be measured and areas for improvement targeted. 

9. In response to Audit Scotland’s survey, 29 councils reported they had collected data about levels of customer satisfaction since April 2000. 

10. Given the significant variation in survey methods, scope and objectives – and in the wide range of satisfaction levels recorded – comparisons between these results must be treated with caution. However, the results do not give assurance that councils are consistently performing to high standards. For 17 councils which have surveyed users of all services since 2000, maximum satisfaction levels ranged between 59% and 92%. The Scottish Executive’s household survey for 1999-2002 also shows a range of satisfaction levels with a sample of important council services of between 30% and 80%. 

11. Audit Scotland commissioned an independent market research company to conduct ‘mystery customer’ research for the seven study councils. The results suggest that customers often get what they are looking for but not consistently, with much depending on the individual member of staff contacted.

Improving service quality through better customer contact

12. Audit Scotland’s research suggests that the 32 councils in Scotland may collectively deal with 35-40 million or more enquiries from customers every year.
 
13. While precise figures could not be obtained, the available evidence indicates that two out of every three customers still prefer to contact their council by phone (despite increased online activity over recent years). 

14. Councils need to be well-organised to respond to enquiries from their customers. In the last three years, 16 councils have opened call or contact centres and 19 now operate first-stop shops. Covering many of the most common enquiries – for example, council tax and house repair requests – these new facilities make it easier for customers to get access to a consistent standard of service and information. 

15. Despite these improved facilities, there is still a question about whether councils are doing enough to improve responsiveness, consistency and quality of service for customers.

16. While call centres and first-stop shops cannot resolve all types of customer enquiry, it was found that 16 councils do not have a contact centre for the most common enquiries and 13 do not operate first-stop shops. Eight councils operate neither a call centre nor first-stop shops. 

17. Information about the improvements in quality of service that these new facilities achieve is not available systematically. 

18. Even where councils have introduced such improvements, some departments are not involved. For example, while social work enquiries can represent a significant part of total customer demand, most contact centres and first-stop shops provide limited or no cover for even simple enquiries such as social work appointments.

19. Few councils have information about customer contacts across all main departments. One council that collected customer contact data found that it did not answer about a third of all telephone calls received (although this council subsequently introduced a dedicated telephone contact centre which has improved call-answering performance).

Leadership and organisation of customer services

20. Introducing new facilities at the ‘front end’ of operations does not in itself guarantee improved services. If the end result is only better access to a weak service, the improvements are unlikely to satisfy the customers.

21. Many councils have aims which recognise the importance of good customer service but, in certain key areas, these are only at an early or intermediate stage of development. 

22. For example, many councils do not yet have comprehensive customer service strategies, and only seven councils have established dedicated review teams to assess services and identify potential process improvements for customers.

23. It can be difficult for councils to measure improvements in customer service or quantify specific service benefits (eg, savings) directly derived from investment in new technology. However, none of the councils visited had completed any formal post-implementation review after executing a technology-based improvement project with MGF support.

24. In Audit Scotland’s assessment, most councils have yet to set customer service improvement targets so that achievements can be measured.

25. Establishing individual service standards for hundreds of services and measuring performance against them would produce a mass of information. Too many targets may not help assess how well any council is serving customers. 

26. A more valuable approach may be North Lanarkshire Council’s method of measuring ‘value’ and ‘failure’ demand. Value demand represents the core service to customers that councils should provide; failure demand flags up failings in a core area when customers call to chase, report errors or complain. This approach provides a built-in incentive to service improvement by identifying key areas where councils can work to reduce causes of failure and improve core services to customers.
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